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The CIOT and ATT recently asked members why they might still need to contact
HMRC for SA302 calculations. We have sent the feedback we received to HMRC, and
will keep members informed of any further developments in this area.

HMRC recently raised concerns with professional bodies that they are still receiving
significant call volumes from agents requesting hard copy SA302 tax calculations to
verify self-employed income for mortgage applications. This is despite the fact HMRC
have been working with lenders for some years to get them to accept tax
computations printed out from individual’s online HMRC accounts or commercial
software. The list of providers that will accept such tax calculations without recourse
to paper copies from HMRC can be found at https://tinyurl.com/yc3ragnc.

HMRC’s concern is that these calls are taking up time that could be used to deal with
other queries. The printed SA302s are then sent second class, which causes delays
for borrowers.

By far the main reason members gave us for calling HMRC was that paper SA302s
are still being requested by mortgage brokers, who seem to be unaware of the
agreement between HMRC and the Council of Mortgage Lenders. Members receive a
mixed response when challenging brokers with some agreeing to accept SA302s/Tax
Year Overviews printed from commercial software whilst others refusing to accept
anything but a paper copy directly from HMRC. Some members reported that
lenders are also often unaware of the agreement. Members were also concerned
that challenging brokers about the updated procedure was often seen by their
clients as being obstructive, and risked affecting client relations.

Several members suggested that it was time that SA302s were readily available to
download from HMRC online accounts for all taxpayers who submit a self-
assessment tax return, not just those using HMRC’s software.

https://www.taxadvisermagazine.com/technical/general-features


Other reasons for needing to contact HMRC included:

Not acting for the client for the relevant period and so not having access to the
calculation. This can particularly be an issue for five year farmer’s averaging
calculations where a number of earlier years information may be required;
The agent’s software not putting the reference SA302 on the tax calculations
for years earlier than 2015-16;
The SA302 being requested by an overseas tax authority that is only prepared
to accept a paper HMRC copy.

Guidance on mortgage lenders and financial references is included on the CIOT and
ATT websites.
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